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TURN THE WHEEL - CREATE ENERGY AND SOUND 

AND LET YOUR IMAGINATION AND EMOTIONS 

FREE. STORYTELLER BRINGS STORIES TO LIFE 

WITH SOUND - A SUSTAINABLE AND INTERACTIVE 

LANDMARK THAT TELLS YOUR STORIES AND 

SHARES INFORMATION.

Create life 
with sound



ADD AN EXTRA DIMENSION TO THE 
EXPERIENCE
How can we increase communication about 

the world we live in and create more activity in 

communities and urban spaces? StoryTeller brings 

together sound and physical space in an innovative 

way that triggers the senses and creates new 

experiences across age groups. 

Bring your surroundings to life by creating 

immersive soundscapes. Let thought-provoking 

information, inspirational stories or fun facts flow 

right into the ear canals while the user experiences 

her surroundings.

Add an extra 
dimention to 

the experience



Make it a part  
of the environment

  MAKE IT A PART OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT

  StoryTeller is not only a unique 

landmark, but also a guide that both informs the user 

about her surroundings and engages her. Everyone can 

use it - even if you cannot read.

The visual expression of StoryTeller is based on a 

characteristic structure made in patinated COR-TEN 

steel. The simplicity of the design allows StoryTeller to be 

placed in any environment. StoryTeller can be customized 

to create a unique design for a specific purpose.
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Urban spaces
MAKE STORYTELLER YOUR LOCAL 
COMMUNICATOR AND BRING INFORMATION, 
PEOPLE AND EVENTS CLOSER TOGETHER.

TRANSFORM URBAN SPACES
How is it possible to bring focus to ongoing projects that are changing 

surroundings and architecture? It is challenging to inform people 

about what is changing in the cityscape, how long some work will 

take, and why it happens. The spoken content can be changed as the 

project progresses.

INCREASE FOCUS ON…
The Nordic region’s many port areas and marine environments are 

perfect locations for interactive communication.

Here, StoryTeller can convey knowledge about maritime life, weather 

conditions or power in an innovative way.

INSPIRE TO ACTION 
Let StoryTeller illustrate how you are working with one or more of the 

UN Sustainable Development Goals and give the listener advise on 

how she can contribute – this is the kind of information that is useful 

in everyday life.

PHOTO  Skuespilhuset, Egon Gade



Emphasize special places
BRING THE INVISIBLE, THOUGHT-PROVOKING OR FORGOTTEN STORIES TO 
LIFE WITH STORYTELLER.

MAKE IT A PART OF THE ROUTE  
Highlight the special experiences on the route all year round. Show how the different 

seasons affect the landscape as the season changes. What plants and animals can you 

see at certain times of the year? Amplify the sounds of nature and create immersive and 

unique soundscapes.

HEAR THE ROTATING BLADES
Blow your visitors away with a gripping insight into 

the power of wind as a source of renewable energy. 

Zoom in on the latest news from Test Center Østerild 

- what’s being tested right now? How fast does the 

wind turbine rotate? How long are the blades of the 

largest wind turbine in the park?

DISCOVER WHAT IS HIDDEN TO THE EYE
Tell the story about your surroundings. You may see the hilly landscape winding down 

towards the water - but what you don’t see is the ice age and its massive forces that 

shaped the landscape you are looking at.

TRAVEL ALONG THE IRON COAST 
The project conveys the harsh stories about life on the west coast of Jutland in Denmark. 

The waves of the North Sea have, over time, been the fate of even experienced sailors. 

Six StoryTellers are placed at central locations along the shoreline between Thyborøn 

and Hvide Sande, including Bovbjerg Lighthouse, Flyvholm Rescue Station and 

Strandingsmuseum St. George.

”StoryTeller allowed us to appeal to other users - make people 

curious - and share information about the outdoor sights along 

the Iron Coast and tell its stories in a different way using sound” - 

Mette Lund Andersen, head of Lemvig Museum.
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Bring 
history to lifeSET THE SCENE AND CREATE A 

SPECIAL ATMOSPHERE.

MEET THE KING OF KRONBORG
Turn back time and invite visitors to join one of Frederik II’s parties. 

People came from near and far to join the king’s infamous parties at 

the castle. Or tell them the story about how sailors didn’t dare to sail 

past the castle without paying the king his sound dues.

GET CLOSE TO UNIQUE ARCHITECTURE 
Tell the stories about special monuments or characteristic buildings 

in the area. If the work is recent, it might even be possible to include 

the architect’s personal story behind the work - told by himself.
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Create interactive 
experiences that 

involve and engage
STORYTELLER CHALLENGES THE TRADITIONAL WAY 
OF COMMUNICATING KNOWLEDGE AND ANSWERING 
QUESTIONS - EVEN FOR THOSE WHO CANNOT READ.

ENTER AN INTERACTIVE MUSEUM 
At any museum, StoryTeller will engage the guests in the exhibitions 

and make the experience more sensory. Use sound effects to create a 

special mood that sets people back to a certain time. It is also possi-

ble to connect headphones to StoryTeller.

EXPERIENCE PARKS AND SCIENCE MUSEUMS
StoryTeller gives you ample opportunities:  Let well-known speakers 

convey fun facts about animals. Let a meteorologist talk about special 

weather phenomenon. Or send the visitors on a treasure hunt in the 

park to find special stories, experiences or seasonal events that they 

have to experience.



Meet sustainable 
nordic design

RUNE BALLE
Rune graduated from the the Danish School of Design in 1992 and since then he has worked with everything 

from user experience to concept development, form and function. It is essential to Rune that design moves 

and surprises you, but also that functionality is optimized without compromising on the aesthetics.   

CHRISTIAN BJØRN
Christian has been working with design his entire life and his work has been rewarded both in Denmark 

internationally. For Christian’s design is all about the correlation between aesthetics and functionality.

OLE JÖNSSON
Ole is director and founder of the engineering and energy company EnergiLeg. He is a passionate 

inventor with a solid technical knowledge and a heart that beats for sustainability. 

His passion shines through in all the products and solutions that EnergiLeg develops, which all 

connects alternative energy, technology and science. 

STORYTELLER IS BASED ON THE KNOWHOW AND EXPERIENCE BUILT IN 
ENERGILEG. THE VISUAL EXPRESSION OF STORYTELLER IS FORMED IN 
COLLABORATION WITH THE RECOGNIZED INDUSTRIAL DESIGNERS CHRISTIAN 
BJØRN AND RUNE BALLE. 

“Through our sustainable and innovative 

solutions, we aim to create present experiences 

that inspire, convey and provide food for 

thought at different kinds of museums, urban 

spaces and outdoor areas.”

- Ole Jönsson

A UNIQUE SHAPE
“Our aim has been to create calm shape, 

which is both recognizable and easy to 

understand. The signature of StoryTeller is 

the outer structure made in patinated COR-

TEN steel - the staple force, which will fit 

naturally into any surrounding”

- Rune Balle & Christian Bjørn



Facts

The simplicity of the design allows StoryTeller to be placed in any 

environment - make StoryTeller unique by customizing the design.

✔  Minimal maintenance

✔  Resilient, vandalism proof construction

✔  Fast and convenient mounting

✔  No need for external electricity or batteries  

        - the user creates the power

✔  Communication in several languages

✔  Software that registers user behavior

✔  Timer functionality

✔  Interchangeable audio content through mp3 files on the USB stick

✔  Targeted to all age groups 

✔  Adjustable volume

✔  Customizable design

✔  Multiple designs for the steering wheel

StoryTeller is a renewable guide that makes the experience more present and enables 

the visitors to see and experience more. 

StoryTeller transforms kinetic energy into sound. It is the user that creates the power 

by turning the steering wheel. 

FACTS ABOUT 
STORYTELLER
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TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Weight: About 45 kg

Mounting: On an even, stable stand that allows the 

Storyteller to be secured with screws

Guarantee: 5 years on mechanical parts  

(not moving parts)

Certificate: EN-1176

MATERIALS
Structure and disc: Patinated COR-TEN steel or painted in optional RAL-color

Top sheet: Brown brass 

Front and back sheets : Powder coated steel in any RAL color

Wheel: Painted birch plywood

Here is a small sample of the solutions 

that we have developed. We look forward 

to developing yours ...

Creat e your own 
unique model
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a-storyteller.com/ideas

Listen more  
- experience 
more

Self-sustaining 
interactive 

sound

Bring it alive 
with sound

HEAR OUR STORYTELLER TELL STORIES THAT MAKE EXPERIENCES MORE REAL



STORYTELLER

STORYTELLER

Find more inspiration at 
WWW.A-STORYTELLER.COM

You can call us at +45 6343 3161 


